
CORRESPONDENCE 

International PhD standards 
SIR- I recently watched from the sidelines 
as the university committee charged with 
administering PhD degrees resolved dis
agreement by external referees on the 
worth of a PhD thesis submitted by a stu
dent of mine. 

One reviewer (from the United States) 
claimed the thesis provided insufficient 
advances in the field of study and declined 
support for the award of the degree, 
another (from the United Kingdom) 
judged the thesis excellent and requiring 
only minor amendments. The process 
required the judgement of a third external 
referee who returned a positive grading. 
The process prolonged the examination 
period, putting extra pressure on the candi
date and raising the question of the nature 
of international standards for this type 
of degree. 

The extremes were, I believe, sympto
matic of different expectations by reviewers 
of acceptable thesis content - expecta
tions that may reflect quite different 
perceptions of just what constitutes a PhD 
degree today. These may largely be related 
to the period expected for completion - in 
the United States often 5-6 years, in the 
United Kingdom up to 3 years. Some Euro
pean countries expect up to 6 years. The 
trend in New Zealand is to require com-

pletion within 4 years. 
As any biological scientist knows, the 

product of 6 years' work is vastly different 
in scale from what may be achieved in 
3 years. There is also a greater likelihood 
of published products within the longer 
time - a requirement of our negative 
examiner to obviate his concerns but one 
that would have prolonged the examination 
process by many months. Different inter
national expectations must affect the exter
nal reviewing process used by most 
universities to protect the integrity of their 
higher degrees. 

Framing the PhD study to be conserva
tive and guaranteed to yield desired results; 
directing the course of research to avoid 
difficult or more challenging areas as they 
arise; encouraging early publication of any 
completed work or even incomplete work 
and selecting external reviewers on the 
basis of certainty ('cronyism') rather than 
risk a result based on open expectation -
these are all strategies available to supervi
sory panels to counter possible criticism of 
thesis content, but most of them are surely 
contrary to the spirit of investigative 
science. 

Operating longer PhD programmes best 
suits the universal PhD prescription 
requirements which require evidence of 
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independent research and advance of 
knowledge, but is this the best way to 
encourage students into advanced science? 
A 6-year period may better suit the genera
tion of results suitable for publication by 
the candidate (and grant-dependent super
visors), but it is surely too long as an 
apprenticeship for a science career. If the 
PhD degree is to be truly international as a 
qualification for postdoctoral, academic 
and industrial positions, reasonable bound
aries are needed for the demonstration 
of both independence in research and 
advance of knowledge. 
David W. Fountain 
Department of Plant 

Biology and Biotechnology, 
Massey University, 
Palmerston North, 
New Zealand 

Proving difficult 
SIR- An intelligent observer, conscious of 
the guiding principle of science that the 
crucial means to distinguish truth from 
falsehood are those of experiment, but 
unfamiliar with the notion that paranormal 
phenomena are ' impossible', would raise 
his eyebrows on coming upon the following 
assertions, made recently by two supposed
ly reputable scientists: 

(1) Crane, in reviewing Nicholas 



Humphrey's book Soul-Searching (Leaps of 
Faith in the United States)', suggests that 
we can save ourselves the trouble of look
ing at claims of the paranormal by invoking 
Hume's argument that it is more reason
able to believe that human error lies behind 
such claims than it is to "believe that some 
fundamental law of nature has been dis
rupted". 

(2) Hyman, for the purposes of dismiss
ing apparently strong evidence for a 
'remote viewing' capability2•3, asserts some
what similarly that no matter how many 
investigations of the paranormal, carried 
out by whatever means, yield positive 
results, there will still be no proof that the 
alleged phenomena occur. 

In response to enquiries as to why the 
usual mechanisms of science should be 
abandoned in this special context, our 
observer would be directed to study Soul
Searching in order to understand why 
claims of the paranormal are not taken 
seriously by scientists. But a subversive 
parapsychologist would suggest looking 
also at my review4, whereupon our friend 
would realize that Humphrey's arguments 
are flawed and hence of no value. He 
would study also some of the original 
research5- 7, and wonder whether the scien
tists might not be making a monumental 
error in condemning it so vehemently. 

The fact that scientists at large do not 
come to the same conclusions as our mythi-

cal observer stems, I believe, from two 
main factors, whose existence mocks the 
claim of science to be the agent of unveiling 
the truth, however strange that truth may 
appear: 'received knowledge', reinforced 
by the activities of propagandists; and the 
publishing policies of journals, which limit 
very effectively the acquaintance that the 
ordinary scientist has with parapsychologi
cal research, and thereby make informed 
assessment of the work in general effective
ly impossible. 

The references below will provide read
ers with a better perspective with which to 
evaluate the evidence. And, for the benefit 
of those with access to the World-Wide 
Web, I have created a page, located at 
http:/ /www.tcm.phy.cam.ac.uk/-bdj10/psi. 
html, with links to the text of some of these 
and to sites where more information may 
be obtained. 
Brian D. Josephson 
Cavendish Laboratory, 
University of Cambridge, 
Madingley Road, 
Cambridge CB3 OHE, UK 
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True but strange? 
SIR - Ernst et al. (Nature 381, 361; 1996), 
in writing about complementary medicine, 
do not reflect the true results achieved 
with homeopathy. 

For example, initial aggravation in a 
homeopathic case is the optimal reaction 
that can be expected from a correct consti
tutional remedy. Mental effects, if they are 
not qualified, mean nothing. For instance, 
if depression changes into irritability, that 
is a good sign and a prognostication that a 
cure will eventually ensue. And Ernst et al. 
do not differentiate between classical and 
'mongrel' homeopathy, which is giving 
mixtures of remedies repeatedly for the 
disease and not for the patient. 

I agree that "such survey data are 
inevitably limited". For instance, aggrava
tion may occur because of wrong homeo
pathic prescribing, when a lot of remedies 
mixed together are given repeatedly. But 
there are also curative reactions- appar
ent aggravations - that foretell a com
plete cure with correct prescription as in 
classical homeopathy with one remedy and 
one dose only. 
George Vithoulkas 
International Academy 

of Classical Homeopathy, 
1 Perikleous str, 
Maroussi, 
Athens 15, Greece 

AKTAdesjgn: 
an open purification platform 

for all of your biomolecules 
What type of purification is going on in your lab? Do some of your colleagues develop methods and optimize schemes 

to purify peptides, proteins, or o ligonucleotides at every purification scale? Are others purifying natural, synthetic and 

recombinant peptides? Are yet others purifying native or recombinant proteins? Or perhaps you do all of this yourself. 
Doing individual types of purification has meant following individual working procedures- until now, that is. Until 

AKTA TMdesign (AKTA is the Swedish word for real; it's pronounced eckta). 

With l:KT.Adesign, you.r purification SyStems 
won't act like strangers to one another 

AKTAdesign is t he name of a new platform for a family of purification systems and pre-packed columns exclusively from 

us, Pharmacia Biotech. The platform integrates fully-biocompatible hardware solutions with a control system that gives you 
control over purification systems from lab to production scales. It lets everyone use the same better. smarter way of doing 

purification. All of which means you can operate every AKTAdesign system once you've used any one of them. 

Each AKTAdesign system lets you use pre-set protocols that automatically resolve all major purification tasks- in

cluding automatic method scouting. Each system gives you pre-set running parameters for most purification techniques. 

Each system is supported with an extensive range of technique-specific, pre-packed columns. Each system automatically 

prepares buffers from stock sol.utions-without manual titration. And each system operates via UNICORN'"-with this 

single control system, you can instantly transfer your methods t o purification systems at all scales. 
What does your lab want to purify today? A version of AKTAdesign will suit all your needs. Call us: I (800) S26 3593 

from the USA; +81 (0)3 3492 6949 from Japan; or +46 (0) 18 16 50 I I from Europe and the rest of the world. Ask for 
a free brochure. Or meet us on the Internet at http://www.biotech.pharmacia.se. 
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